
Muswellbrook Form Sunday 19th of May 2019 
By Ryan Freedman – Racecaller Extraordinaire 

 

This Sunday, there is no where else that I’d rather be, maybe for the exception of Bora Bora 

than the Hunter Valley track of Muswellbrook. We have 11 races with the feature event 

being none other than the running of the 2019 Muswellbrook Cup. We look forward to 

welcoming our sponsors, supporters, guests and members to what looks like a wonderful 

and exciting card of Greyhound racing action. So let’s have a closer look at the fastest fun for 

everyone and see if we can get you into a winner or two.  

 

Race 1 – Muswellbrook RSL Club Maiden 

Joey’s Nemesis was well supported here last week but was unable to get the prize for its 

supporters. It draws well this week and having been competitive against some very smart 

Greyhounds around the TAB circuit, must be respected again here. Mini Moke was also 

supported here in April before going amiss down the back. After having a break and finding 

a moderate maiden, it can improve. Sauvage ran 3rd on debut and wasn’t beaten far in fair 

time at Coonamble. Draws the same box so can be competitive here. Watch for any betting 

moves with the first starter Barkin Bobby, the camps in good form so must be respected.  

 

Tips 2-6-3/8 

 

Race 2 – Deb Conquest Appreciation  

Very tricky race again here with the exposed Greyhounds displaying moderate form and (2) 

well bred first starters making it hard to find an on top pick.  Have had a throw at the 

stumps here and selected Tiny Diamond from the 2 box. Well bred bitch who is approaching 

2yr old, makes her that tad more mature then the kennel mate and for that reason alone, 

Ive got her on top. Nylon Raider is clearly the best of the performed brigade and his runs at 

Gunnedah have shown that he possesses ability. He looks a major player. Black Calais was 

only moderate on debut when finishing 2nd but can certainly improve on that effort.  

 

Tips 2-6-7 

 

 



Race 3 – Railway Hotel Stakes 

Premier Return is a quality greyhound resuming here and despite this being her first look at 

the venue, she is well schooled and if wound up can win. Back Water Hatty is the obvious 

threat, a greyhound that can lid ping and show plenty of early dash, this was displayed 

recently with a solid win at Wentworth Park during the NEDS Lightning series. Diver’s 

Dancer won on debut here and then continued on her winning way, winning in fine style not 

once, but on 3 additional occasions around The Gardens. She would be better suited from 

the fence but her box 7 record is good.  

 

Tips – 2-7-8 

 

Race 4 – Tara Greyhound Equipment Stakes 

Winlock Midge came out running here last week and was able to put a gap in his rivals and 

win nicely clocking 19.35. Draws the pole position 1 here and that should only assist. Looks a 

major player. Bogan Boy is becoming a very frustrating commodity for punters at 

Muswellbrook but once again, cant be left out here. Joy Mulwee has been racing superbly 

and her last 2 efforts despite running well could have certainly finished closer to the winner. 

Major player if it can handle the wide draw.  

 

Tips 1-3-8 

 

 Race 5 – Schute Saxon GBOTA Stakes 

Really good race here with (3) clear chances in my opinion. Angels Toff is resuming from a 

little break and draws Red here. She loves this circuit having had 6 starts for 4 wins and if 

she can ping the way she has in the past, she will be very hard to beat. Ziggy Doll ran fairly 

last start in a heat of the Cup but then went to Richmond and clocked 18.90 in running 2nd 

on Wednesday. Back to a straight start will help and must be respected. Evie’s Best clocked 

a very slick 19.71 win at Gunnedah recently and a repeat of that effort would probably win 

this race.  

Tips  1-2-4 

 

 

 

 



Race 6 – Workers Club Stakes 

This race might be black and white on paper but for me, this is turning out to be a very 

difficult race to work out. Peanut Brittle ran its heart out here last week behind Smoke Em 

and draws the red box this week. It looks to be a major chance however, Sketchy Daly who 

appeared to go amiss last week in the Cup Heats is now stepping up to a longer trip. He is a 

classy customer and if all is well with the Greyhound, that might change the speed map & in 

turn the dynamics of the race. Come on Duchess should have finished closer at a number of 

its recent efforts and the kennel mate of the (1) Teejay Roxy has been racing in super order. 

Gorgeous Grove won brilliantly here over the 429m defeating Lanzoni a couple of runs back 

before finishing towards the back of the field in a Cup heat last week. Then there is Divers Ol 

Mate who has been competitive in harder events at The Gardens in recent months and is 

benefited by race experience around here. With so many chances in my opinion this is a kick 

back and watch race.  

 

Tips – All of them 

 

Race 7 – Barn Vets Muswellbrook Cup 

This is the 2019 Muswellbrook Cup and what a race this year’s event has turned out to be.  

The box draw was always going to be critical with a number of these Greyhounds and 

without a doubt coming up top with the box draw is (2) Mr Grey. Showed his class last week 

jumping on the bunny and dashing away to win nicely in a respectable 25.08. A similar effort 

will certainly see Mr Grey in the thick of things this week and he is my on top selection. 

Braeman also will be better suited to the extreme outside and with a look at the venue 

under his belt he can certainly improve this week. If he runs up to his Maitland win two runs 

back where he clocked a very slick 22.62, he will be their when the whips are cracking. Ned’s 

Chance was so strong late impossible to leave him out. He is a classy greyhound who has 

drawn out wide again here. He is, touch and go at box rise and that is the risk. Fran Sanette 

was dynamite last week but does draw unfavourably this week. Will need some luck to try 

and navigate to the front now and that will make it hard. Lanzoni has come up tops with 

drawing the fence here. Won nicely in 25.14 two runs back from the same draw and showed 

good speed on that occasion. Has to be respected. Warrumbungle Gem has showed brilliant 

pace in many of her career efforts but got bustled out of it at the first turn last week. She 

actually draws well in the 5 and an improved effort wouldn’t shock. Sketchy Fabio and Five 

Eight Dall for resident Muswellbrook visitor Alan Ivers were outsiders of their heats last 

week, but track experience and pure tenacity by both Greyhounds, have seen them progress 

to todays final. Both are smoky place chances.  

 

Cup Tips (2-8-5-1)  



Race 8– Amanda’s Partylite Candles 

Some speedy customers here in this event and will be a lottery to see who can punch up to 

the first turn. Miss Electric was electric here two start back was rather disappointing here 

last week. I will give her another chance after drawing better this week in the (3) box and 

can make amends. Illusive Lexi is a box 1 bandit! 10 starts for 6 wins and a placing, just 

shows the girl grows a leg from the red. Must be included. Swizz Roll Cloud has returned in 

good order racing well around The Gardens in some reasonable races. She has frustrated 

her camp a number of times around the Brook but gets her chance at redemption again this 

week.  Also respect to Proud Racer who on his day can run very quick time, so watch for any 

market moves.  

 

Tips (3-1-4)  

 

Race 9 – Shire Council Stakes 

Kingsbrae Boy has been racing really well of late including back to back wins at 

Coonabarabran before continuing on its winning way at Tamworth. Forget his run on 

Wednesday at Gunnedah where he got checked out of it after showing speed. Looks a big 

hope here. Little Prospect clocked a very slick 22.90 win at The Gardens and went a solid 

11.2 early. Can figure in the finish here. Ruby Spring has won 2 back to back here before 

being outgunned at Gunnedah on Wednesday. Can run well again here. Asteroid Chloe 

appears to be drawn on the wrong side of the track, which is a shame. Has the ability and if 

drawn the inside would have been a really good chance.  

 

Tips 4-7-2 

 

Race 10 – Racing Again June 16th  

Col Gwen May jumped well last week and was right there to do something in a heat of the 

cup before disappointing late. Gets a moderate race here and only has to be focused this 

time around to be a live chance. Blow The Ping draws the red here and can show some 

speed. Looks a challenger. Midnight Calais won well here two runs back and went 

reasonable time wise aswell. Can improve. Franklin Allen is a Greyhound who came upto the 

Jamie Sheen camp from Victoria. If it can run upto its Traralgon effort where it won in 23.23, 

it can win this race. Will prefer to watch around here first however.  

 

Tips 3-1-2 

 



Race 11 – GRNSW Pathways Stakes 

Johns Destiny gets a great opportunity here to return to the winners circle. Draws well 

enough from box 2 and has gone a respectable 19.32 around here previously. Looks very 

hard to beat. Burst of Black has the ability but just wont come out running. Shouldn’t be to 

far off them this week and can finish over the top late so must be considered. Princess 

Knocks effort last week wasn’t and bad and can run well again in this event. Speedy Gallon’s 

form is terrible but does excel from the 8 draw so watch for any market moves.  

 

Tips 2*-5-7   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


